1. **OfS and higher education (Part 1)**

GovNC1 + NC4 + NC7 + NC9 + NC12 + NC14* + NC15* + NC16* + Gov1 + 51 + 37 + 52 + 38  
+ Gov2 + 39 + Gov3 + Gov4 + 46 + 49 + 47 + 50 + Gov5 to Gov11 + 40 + 41 + 58*  
+ Gov12 + Gov13 + Gov18 + Gov19 + 36 + 48 + Gov21 to Gov34

2. **Student finance (Part 2)**

NC2 + NC3 + NC5 + NC6 + NC8 + NC10 + Gov14 to Gov16 + Gov20

3. **Research and innovation (Parts 3 and 4)**

NC11 + 57* + 53 + Gov17 + (a)* + 54 + 42 + 55* + 56* + 43 + 44 + 45 + Gov35 + 59*

---

*Proceedings to be concluded one hour before the moment of interruption (9.00pm)*

---

**21 November 2016**

**By order of the Speaker**

**Note:**

* starred amendment

Under the programme motion, Third Reading must be concluded no later than the moment of interruption (10pm).

*PTO for Speaker’s provisional EVEL certification*
HIGHER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH BILL

Mr Speaker’s provisional certification (SO No 83L) as at 17 November 2016

Under the provisions of Standing Order 83L, the Speaker must, after the conclusion of Report stage on any government bill that has been amended since Second Reading, reconsider the Bill for certification under Standing Order No 83J.

To assist Members, the Speaker has issued a provisional certification in advance of report stage. This takes account of changes made to the Bill in Public Bill Committee and Government amendments (but no others) tabled for consideration at Report stage.

The Speaker will announce his final certification to the House as soon as possible after the end of Report stage.

The Speaker provisionally proposes to certify, on the basis of the material put before him, that, in respect of the Higher Education and Research Bill as amended on report, in his opinion –

(a) for the purposes of SO No 83L(2), Clause 81 of the Higher Education and Research Bill (Bill 78) relates exclusively to England and Wales and is within devolved legislative competence, as defined in Standing Order No. 83J;

(b) for the purposes of SO No 83L(2), Clause 56 of and Schedule 5 to the Higher Education and Research Bill (Bill 78) relate exclusively to England and are within devolved legislative competence, as defined in Standing Order No. 83J;

(c) for the purposes of SO No 83L(4), the following amendments to the Bill relate exclusively to England: Amendments 109, 243, 244 and 245 made in public bill committee to Clause 80 of the Bill as introduced (Bill 4), now Clause 81 of Bill as amended in the public bill committee (Bill 78).

John Bercow
Speaker

21 November 2016

PTO for Speaker’s provisional selection and grouping